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Section B

QSjtudont dkrt (SLsshibitwn LLd6<dd:
(sKivamonte wins student scholarship
by Johnny West
entertainment editor
UAH Art Students proudly presented
their works from May 24 through June 7 at
the Church Gallery and in the University
Center Art Gallery. A reception was held at
the exhibit opening at the Church Gallery
and senior Mike Rivamonte was awarded a
$1,000 Student Scholarship by BellSouth
Mobility. Runner-upfor the award was Neil
Brown.
Rivamonte displayed four works in the
Senior Exhibit including: Table Concerto
In Three Movements, No. 6, (pastels);

Senior Exhibit participants:

Saxophone Player & Hist Trout (photog
raphy and oils); Beethoven (cattle markers
and clay tiles); and Table Concerto Three
Movements (cattle markers).
Brown's works were displayed in the
Church Gallery and included: Oppression,
a work made from prefabricated objects; and
Untitled, a 16" x 13" photograph.
Congratulations to Rivamonte and
Brown, as well as all students participating
in the 1991 UAH Student Art Show. The
talent displayed in this exhibition was re
markable and each student should have
great pride in the tremendous work dis
played.
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RoLLiNg StUnK
by Ken Shelton
entertainment reporter
As we all wonder where to go few that
big get a-way trip this summer, be prepared
to spend a small fortune! As college students
are especially on a tight budget, and as I've
found out most vacation destinations are a
big rip-off with what you can expect to pay.
While we all need that quick fix away
from the school books, even in-state trips
could cost several hundred dollars. I re
searched various amusement park prices
while writing this story, and after being told
the alarmingly high prices by employees
of many popular amusement sites, I suddenly
felt like telling these peoplewhat they could
do with their parks.
As for my findings, included are some
astronomical prices that you UAH math
and economic majors will be amused with
as we think about the dollar numbers in this
time of recession. Yes, we're talking Six
Flags, Opryland, Elvis Presley' s Graceland
estate, along with places closer to home,
The Space And Rocket Center and Point
Mallard.
Without a doubt the most outrageous
price quote I received was from a girl rep
resenting Disney World.
I suggest holding on to your seats as I
tell you the 1991 admission pricefor Disney
World is $34.00 for one day entry for adults
and $27.45 for the kiddies.
If the price happens not to seem high
enough as it is I was informed the quoted
admission price based on one day was for
only the park itself. DisneyWorld operators
who have let the hot Orlando sun cause

-am
by Scott Hinckley
entertainment reporter
une Jam X on Saturday,June 15th,
M was quite an event to behold. I
made a good choice in leaving
early 1°
morning. Though the
music did not start until 10:00am, I left
Huntsvilleat6:00am. I arrived in Fort Payne
at 7:30am and made it across town to the
High School by 10:00am. Once I had parked,
there was a half mile walk to where I sat.
From my vantage point, the musicians were
mobile dots on the stages.
The first few acts went by without
much notice from the crowd, though there
was scattered applausefor some songs. The
audience started to really take notice at
12:30pm when Clint Black took the stage.
Some of the other acts that appeared were
Garth Brooks, Ricky Van Shelton, Doug
Stone, Vince Gill, Baillie & the Boys, Wet
Willie, and Trisha Yearwood.
The veterans of Desert Storm were
recognized during an intermission. A
monologue honoring our troops was read
whileGodBlesstheUSAwasplayinginthe
background. Then God Bless America was
sung, followed by the reciti ng of The Pledge
of Allegiance. Finally taps was played for
those who gave their lifes in defense of our
country and its ideals. Then they presented
a collection of flags from our countries
history.
Once it started to get dark, images of
the action on stage were projected onto
three large screens at the front of the field.

brain damage,expect us to pay anadditional
$34.00 for admission to the popular Epcot
Center and the park's newest attraction, the
MGMStudios is also a whopping $34.00 to
enter.
I could not resist telling this girl on the
other line that "we're not talking Mickey
Mouse" prices are we? I suddenly con
fronted friends who had recently returned
from a trip to
Disney World
and they told
me the cost of
two people for
one
day
amounted to
$528.00. Too
high for this
boy,
how
'bout you?
Cost of the trip
included a
stay at the
Disney World
Hotel for one
night along
with
park
meals and the
customary
souvenir tshirt.
As for
other too-ex
pensive, though not as expensive amuse
ment parks to attend, let's talk about Six
Flagsin Atlanta. Cost for one day admission
this year is $22.00. And of course the cost
has only begun, as there's still the high food
prices along with any souvenirs. As always,
Six Flag's most popular ride is the Great
American Scream Machine, one of the
largest roller coasters in the world. The fact
is after leaving Six Flags the real screams
This is when the bigger acts started appear
ing. The last three acts were Mark Chesnutt,
Aaron Tippin, and, of course, Alabama.
June Jam X hadover67,000 people
attendi ng. To accommodate all these people
required a large degree of cooperation by
enforcement officers, emergency services,
vendors, and volunteers.
There were State Troupers controlling
traffic for about 10 miles in all directions. In
the field itself there were local officers,
State Troopers, and National Guard mem
bers acting as crowd control. Though alco
hol was not allowed at this event, there were
many people that were arrested for public
intoxication. Dekalb Ambulance service
was in charge of medical facilities, though
they had help from other companies in the
area. Last year there were 1500 people that
needed care, 50 of which had to be trans
ported to the hospital. This year I was told
they had so many people coming in that
they were almost overwhelmed. They were
running ambulances all day. Most of the
people were seen for heat and alcohol re
lated reasons (the temperatures stayed above
90 for much of the day).
There were over 20 food vendors, sell
ing everything from fried pork rinds to
pizza. Most of what was served was either
fried or sugar-coated. 'Georgia Mountain
Water' was avai lable for $2.00/liter, and ice
for$2.00/bag. Or, you couldgo to the Army
water truck and get non-designer water for
free.
The whole operation was made pos
sible by the large number of volunteers.The
volunteers were responsible for everything
from hawking souvenirs to picking up trash.
The volunteers made it possible for ticket
money to go to charities instead of being
completely absorbed inoperating costs. The
bands were also there on a voluntary, un
paid basis.

begin after counting all the money you've
spent for only one day's fun.
Now it's time to journey up northward
to Opryland in Nashville.I discovered you
save a whole nickle as Opryland's admis
sion is set at $21.95 for one day per-person.
When talking to the marketing representa
tive at Opryand, I was told hot new attrac
tions this year are a large concert series with
primarily
country music
stars number
ing to several
shows a week.
Also a "Series
of Festivals" at
the park is
planned in
cluding a In
dependence
and country
lifestyle festi
val featuring
arts
and
ad$&.Oprykw)d's
most popular
ride continues
to be their
rollercoaster
called The
Wabash Can
non ball.
One of the
better priced trips for all Elvis fans is a
journey to Memphis to Elvis Presley's
Graceland. Over one- and a-half- million
people tour the mansion of the late rock-nroll king each year. I have taken the tour
twice and it proves to be interesting even if
your not the biggest Elvis fan.
A current admission price of $4.00 is
charged to tour the house, while you view
the famed "Jungle Room" (Elvis' play

room), along with his private recording
studio and the costume and gold record
room featuring over two hundred sequined
jumpsuits and Elvis' eighty gold records.
After leaving Graceland a venture to
downtown Memphis to Beale Street home
of the blues is the thing. B.B. King has a hot
new night club open on Beale Street along
with the famous Hard Rock Cafe. The trip
proves to be quite affordable compared to
many amusement parks.
Now as we talk about fun in our own
backyard, let's talk about The Space And
Rocket Center. Initially when told the ad
mission price was $11.951thought the price
was steep. Though not a bargain, it's not a
bad price considering a bus tour of NASA is
included in the ticket. It definitely proves a
interesting day's journey into space if that's
your cup of tea.
Now on to Decatur (my hometown)and
the pride of the city, Point Mallard Park.
Though being a great water theme park, I
have to report the price has just increased
for the third straight year. Decreasing at
tendance each of the years have been a
result. This year to swim in the Wave Pool
we're expected to pay a ridiculous sum of
ten dollars. Yes, we're talking just to swim!
Sure, they've got the water slide included in
the price and a new kid's ride is being built
this summer, and the park officials seem to
think it's worth the price.
Finally, wherever you venture to this
summer have a great time, and stay safe!
There are still reasonable fun vacation des
tinations even at the Florida beaches if you
only do some price comparisons first!
The entertainment staff proudly in
ducts the aforementioned in the RoLLiNg
StUnK tRuNk located in Morton Hall
Room 230...And Dink says "Hi" from
Florida!!!

Warning:
Alotta Cents
is coming
your way,
soon!
rum
Serving the employees of the University of Alabama
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dP zxjoimancE. Cry
by Patrick M. Haden
entertainment reporter
The UAH Concert Choir performed for
the last time on Saturday, June 1 at 8:15 pm
at the First Baptist Church Chapel. Dr. R.
Paul Crabb, associate professor of music,
who has been conducting the Choir for six
years, will be leaving UAH this year, and
with his absence the Choir will not continue.
As the members of the Choir entered
the Chapel, the audience began its loud
applause. Then Crabb entered, and the ap
plause grew tremendously.Crabb bowed in
appreciation, and when the applause died
finally, the concert began.
The Choir opened with a soothing a
capella selection by Jan Pieterszoon
Sweelinck, entitled Gaudete omnes. The
voices were heavenly, with each vocal sec
tion blending perfectly.
Following Gaudete omnes, Crabb
welcomed the audience to the Choir'sfare
well performance and gave a special thanks
to Harry Wooten of First Baptist for his
support and the use of the Chapel.
The second selection performed by the
Choi r wasanother beautiful a capella piece,
When David Heard by Thomas Weelkes.
Following this was Bach's The Heavens
Rejoice, The Earth is Filled with Gladness,
with piano accompaniment provided by
Choir member Patricia Morefield.
Next, O Herr, ich bin dein Knecht, by
Johann Hermann Schein, was performed in
German with the organ played by Morefield.

Crabb introduced the next selection,
Mozart's Kyrrie (Mass in c minor), by ex
plaining that the piece was written before
Mozart was 12 years old. Written in a ba
roque style, Kyrie began with heavily dra
matic vocals and piano, then transformed
into a light and lilting
song, joined by solo
ists Kathy Shaw,
Donna Bell, Jerry
Skaggs, and Chris
Hamilton. The selec
tion then ended as it
began.
The next piece,.
Timor et tremor, was
written by Francis
Poulenc and, ex
plained Crabb, was
the first of four Lenten
Motets. It was sung a
capella, whereas the
following selection,
Howard Hanson's
The One Hundred
Fiftieth Psalm, was
accompanied on pi
ano by Choir member Amy Blackwell. (A
special recognition should go to the bass
section, who tremendously supported this
selection. It is notoften that a bass section is
this outspoken.)
After intermission, the choir returned
to sing two selections from contemporary
composer Kirk Mechem's Five Centuries
of Spring. Laughing Song, a William Blake
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poem, was full of laughter and spontaneity,
while Loveliest of Trees, another poem by
A. E. Housman, was more mellow and sad.
Both were sung a capella.
One May Morning, arranged by
Charlene Archibeque, was a beautiful piece
with some piano ac
companiment (by
Blackwell). Soprano
Margie Leimberger
delivered a beautiful
solo during this
adapted English folk
song.
The next two
selections, written by
contemporary com
poser
James
Mullholland, were
from Four Robert
Burns Ballads.Green
Grow the Rashes, O,
about a current love,
began slow and ma
jestic in the first verse,
then built up to a very
fast pace, but ended
in the same majestic way that it opened.
Highland Mary, an Irish folk song about a
love passed away, began fast and gay but
became slow and mournful as"fell Death's
untimely frost," yet built up beautifully
(almost as before) as a happy memory.
After Highland Mary,Crabb presented
two awards to members of the Choir: the
Note of Spirit Award to Jeff Wocken and

the Director's Award to Vena Johnson.
After the awards were presented, the
Choir sang Sometimes I Feel Like a Moth
erless Child, arranged by William David
Brown, with soprano Aleisa Lightfoot
singing a soulful lead in front of the spirited
and heavenly Choir. The final selection was
also spirited, but more uplifting. Baritone
Mark Farbman lead the Choir in Robert
DeCormier's arrangement of Let Me Fly.
Both were sung a capella.
Prior to Let Me Fly,Crabb had thanked
the audience for joining the Choir and said
he wanted to "publicly thank the students
who have meant so much to me...my deepfelt gratitude goes out to them." Now,
though, the students thanked Crabb. Amidst
many tears, they presented him with a large
framed picture of the Choir (including sig
natures of the members and a letter of appreci ation) and thanked him for the years of
hard work and service in making the UAH
Concert Choir a great success.
Congratulations to the Choir for a
beautiful and uplifting conceit and for
blending the sections so well. It is evident
that much hard work went into this farewell
performance. It is also a shame that such a
program will not be continued at UAH.
There is so much interest in the Choir, as
was evidenced by the standing room only
crowd and the standing ovation at the end
which seemed to last as long as any of the
songs performed.
This UAH Concert Choir perfor
mance rates •••••.

Soprano (I to r): top row: Kelly Krupko, Hae-Kyung Son, Margaret Leach, Amy
Blackwell; center row: Kathy Shaw, Nichole Crutcher, Karen Hooper, Lyn Philyaw;
front row: Carolann Foley, Rebecca Stevens, Margie Leimberger, Aleisa Lightfoot

Alto (I to r): top row: Donna Bell, Jennifer McCleary, Cindy Martin; center row: Ann
Pierce, Judy Jackson, Lynne Tidwell, Patricia Morefield; front row: Joan Glotzbach,
Ruth Bender, Vena Johnson; not pictured: Carol Ann Vaughn

Tenor (I to r): top row: Jeff Wocken, Jon Roth, Eric Torstenson; center row: Bob Cook,
Chris Turvey; front row: Jerry Skaggs, Mark Farbman, AnthonyGamino; not pictured:
Greg Howard

Bass (I to r): top row: Bill Gauthier, Johnny West, Jeremy Hodges; center row: Chris
Hamilton, John Robinson; front row: Jonathan Rosenblum, Chris Gaines, Rodric
Mitchell; not pictured: Dennis David, Ed Killingsworth
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It Weren't Heavy... 'twas The Summer of Love Party
by Johnny West
entertainment editor
On May 25th, the Sigma Nu Colony at
UAH heldits second annual Summerof Love
Party. The event was held at the Frat house
and at least 200 brothers and friends cel
ebrated the beginning of summer.
The UAH colony has 29 members (3
were lost to graduation) and expects to
receive its official charter as a fully quali
fied Sigma Nu chapter this December.
Music for the party was provided by
Grievous Angels, which consists of two
UAH professors. The band did some really
great music ranging from old 60's tunes like

Barbara Ann, and All I Have todo is Dream,
to other hits like Lola, Sweet Home Ala
bama (alwaysacrowd favorite 'roundthese
parts) and the song sparking the most re
sponse, an old Jimmy Buffet tune called,

Why Don't We Get Drunk and Screw.
Grievous Angels are an extraordinarily
talented duet that needs to make more ap
pearances around town. The group per
formed in a recent Amateur Night at
"Mom's" and were wonderful. Make an

effort to hear the group whenever the chance
arises.
When asked why wasthe group chosen
for the party. Matt Youngkin, President of
Sigma Nu replied, "We wanted to take the
theme of the party away from typical dance
music." After about two hours of great
music by Grievous Angels, however, dance
music took over and the Snu's took over the
dance floor.
To run down the party in a few para
graphs would be impossible, but here's a
humble attempt...At about 9:05 pm every
one began trickling in the house. People
were in their respective cliques and some
were watching television. Around 11:00
pm, everyone was talking, dancing, mingling
and seemed to be having a decent time. By
Midnight, the party let loose and the "house
began to fall."
The climax of the evening was when
the brothers gathered arms around each
other and sang He Ain't Heavy, He's My
Brother. (Ah, memories of my fraternity
days...sorry!) The true spirit of this"mystic
crew of fraternal hood" came forth and was
quite inspirational.

So what you may ask made this party
different from the rest? Several things, such
as the openness and free-to-be-spirit of the
group (even this soon-to-be Grandfather
got out and danced a few licks); the feeling
of comradery among the brothers and the
BACCHUS bar.
The BACCHUS bar was present at the
first Greek-affiliated event ever. BACCHUS
(Boost Alcohol Consciousness Concerning
the Health of University Students) is a UAH
group that supports the sensible use of alco
hol. According to BACCHUS President
Cheryl Wernle, "we're here to show that
there are responsible alternatives to drink

ing. BACCHUS is not against drinking, just
for the responsible use of alcohol."
Youngkin stated that, "Sigma Nu sup
ports BACCHUS, its goals and the respon
sible use of alcohol."
To the men of Sigma Nu, thanks for the
best party I have been to in sometime and
good luck on the clean-up...Let's see, it's
been almost a month, maybe it's clean by
now.
Good luck in future endeavors and Dink
says hi!
The Grievous Angels rate •••1/2.
The Sigma Nu Summer of Love Party rates
•••••.

COASTERS ARE TRUE TO THEIR
ORIGINAL GREAT HARMONY
Above: Grievous Angels
Below: BACCHUS members serving non-alcoholic drinks at the "mocktail" bar

:«><:.• S.<*

by Ken Shelton
entertainment reporter
As I witnessed three great vocalist har
monizing classic 1950'shits, I thought about
the many TV shows that the songs such as
Yakety Yak and Charlie Brown were per
formed on.
Yes, in front of me was the legendary
group, The Coasters who are famous for
many a hit, including Yakety Yak, Charlie
Brown, Poison Ivy and many others.
On a recent Tuesday night this great
classic sound came together with the Classic
Cafe for a packed house of both fans who
grew up with The Coasters music, and a
college age crowd.
As The Coasters embarked on their first
number Love Potion No.9, the crowd was
quick with a roar of approval. With no time
wasted, fans were swept into a frenzy with
the second song Yakety Yak. One by one,
each of the famed Coasters tunes from Along
Came Jones, to an all time favorite, Poison
Ivy were performed authentically to the
songs' original sound by these great harmonizers.
As I went to interview the road man
ager, Ice, who is also the bass player of the
band, I was given a bit of a surprise.
"I want to set the record straight, none
of us are of the original Coasters.All except
one of the first Coasters are dead, we are
one of five groups touring who rent the
name The Coasters as a tribute to their great
songs," said Ice, himself a member of The
Coasters for sixteen years.
As I listened I couldn' t help but think to
myself that the songs sounded so much like
all the records I've heard and even played
many a time working as a D.J.
"We sound a lot like the originals
because we all are professionals and we

really enjoy performing.Carl Gardneristhe
only living real Coaster,and though he's in
his sixties, he still sings on TV shows such
as Showtime specials occasionally," Ice ex
plained in a deservedly proud fashion.
"We sometimes perform with Gardner,
though we're not allowed to do TV using
the name Coasters," Ice added "Of the five
touring Coasters groups we're considered
the top group."
Other great vocalists making up this
oh-so-true-to-real sounding Coasters, are
Caesar Bailey, Dime Williams, and Orlando
[Rusty] Williams.
As for the Coasters busy tour schedule,
they play about forty weeks a year, doing
many benefit shows along the way.
When talking about the all-time most
popular Coaster songs with their audiences,
Ice added that without a doubt fans can't get
enough of Yakety Yak, Poison Ivy, and of
course Charlie Brown.
"Many people through the years
thought Charlie Brown was a real person.
He's only a fictitious character and was
supposed to be a real bad boy in school,"
said Ice, talking about Charlie Brown (who's
a clown).
Among the many great tunes performed
by the Coasters during their Classic Cafe
concert were many notable favorites by
other artists. Included were You Send Me,
Daddy's Home,What's Your Name, and
Tears on my Pillow. Each of these classic
1950's numbers featured that awesome
harmonizing 50's music is known for.
The Coasters were scored a big hit by
not only this reporter, but also all the fans
fortunate enough to hear this excellent group
of Coasters with the backdropof the 1950's
decor exclusive to the Classic Cafe.

Performance Rating:••••
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Greater Tuna lias Eeen Greater
values and ideology Tuna represents: "And
this year's[essay contest] winner isConnie
Carp. She's the dauther of W.H. and Vera
Greater Tuna by Jaston Williams, Joe Carp here in Tuna, and the name of her
Sears, and Ed Howard is a hoot, as well as essay was titled 'Human Rights, Why
good social commentary. Because the writ Bother?"'
Tuna continues non-stop with an array
ing is so remarkable, it is almost impossible
to make this show anything less than hilari of far-fetched characters doing and saying
far-fetched things. For example, the town
ous.
But when Tuna is performed with tal drunk reports a UFO in the shape of a
ent and imagination, it can be outstanding Mexican food item. The venerable town
theatre as well as good comedy. Instead of judge is found dead in a one-piece bathing
outstanding, Lee Deal's recent production suit (instead of the two-piece as first re
of Tuna from May 30 to June 1, was merely ported). And concerned citizens discuss
which words will be deleted from the dic
funny.
Set in the fictional realm ofTuna,Texas, tionary this year.
Perhaps, the best of Chambers's char
the play centers around the daily routine of
some twenty inhabitants played by only two acters was Mrs. Bertha Bumi ller, the mother
actors. Fred Griswold and Graham Cham of a reform school kid, a puppy addict, and
bers underwent endless costume changes in a cheerleader hopeful with no hope. He
order to perform the roles of men, women, played her with just the right combination
of matriarchial love, charm, and power.
and children.
Bertha showed off this power in her
Fictional Tuna is as familiar to any
Southerner as the sight of a pickup with a exclamation toGriswold's character, Petey
gun-rack and Confederate flag drapery. The Fisk of theHumane Society, about her son' s
colorful but unfortunate elements of the puppy addiction, "Now, I will put up with
Southern lifestyle dominate the tiny town of Shep, Woffle, Trixie, Bingo, Blossom,
Sweet Nothin', Dolly, and Thunder, but if
Tuna: stupidity, bigotry, and hypocrisy.
Working as makeshift narrators for the that little Yippy-half-rat, half-chihuahua,
loose sequence of events in Greater Tuna, half-whatever that you been talkin' about
Thurston Wheelis (Chambers) and Aries on the radio... if that dog shows up at my
Struvie (Griswold) make and make up news house, Petey Fisk, they'll have to drag the
announcements on their radio station river to find your body!"
Petey Fisk, the recipient of Bertha's
OKKK.
One of the first announcements of the threat was Griswold's best character. Petey
program clues the audience in to the type of was the epitome of pity, as he was the only
by Mary Wallace
news editor

generally sane person in a town of loonies.
Griswold's characterization of Petey also
made him endearing because he seemed as
warm and fuzzy as the pets he pawned off.
Although both Chambers and Griswold
had certain key characters which were very
successful, many of theothers suffered from
underdeveloped characterization such as
Griswold's Didi Snavely or Chambers's
Reverend Spikes. Didi was not much more
than a whiner. And shifty-eyed Spikes did
not even approach the sliminess real life
tele-evangelists muster.
Costuming suffered from a similar
problem. Some characters had precisely the
right uniform, such as Bertha, the aging
housewife. She wore a rotting terrier robe
and slippers over a pair of fake sagging
breasts. On the other hand, Didi, the local
used guns dealer, wore an outfit that re
sembled a 70s disco dancer.
Technically, the show went off without
a hitch. Both lighting and sound executed
by Rod Roberts and Rick Lighthall were
prompt and accurate with cues. The excel
lent job by the sound crew was especially
appreciated by the audience, becausecoun
try and western songs were played during
the more lengthy costume and scene
changes.
Unfortunately, the interruptions for
costume changes were far too frequent. The
selection of songs played was excellent, but
Huntsville already has its share of country
and western stations.The poor construction
of the set caused the numerous delays in

costume changes.
Although money is always a factor in
designing a set, Tuna demands multiple lo
cations for changing costumes. Deal's pro
duction had only a single curtain which
slowed down the action and intensity of the
play.
Also, the meager props used in the
Bumi ller household called attention to the
fact that little money was available for this
area of production. For such a bizarre play
as Tuna, pantomine would have been en
tirely appropriate and given theshow less of
a shabby look.
On the whole, Deal's production of
Greater Tuna was worth seeing, because
Tuna is always worth seeing. For first tim
ers, it wasa delight, as was evidenced by the
standing ovations it received; but, for those
who have seen more skilled presentations,
Deal's production was a let-down.
This performance rates

Oil My Ccd, Mci olli's Dead...

LEND HE A TENCR

by Johnny West
entertainment editor
Recently theBroadway Theatre League
BTL) presented the hilarious, Tony awardrinning comedy, Lend Me a Tenor. Once
gain BTL is responsible for sponsoring a
feat night of theatre.
Lend Me a Tenor is the story of an in:mational opera star who goes to Cleveland
or his American debut in the opera's proluction of Verdi's Otello. The action takes
ilace in 1934 and thecultural community in
Cleveland is berserk at the thought of Tito
•lerelli (Ron Holgate) performing in their
own.
Max and Maggie (Michael Waldron
md Valerie Leonard) are a couple of young
'loves" who are somehow affected by the
:oming of Merelli. Maggie is ecstatic,
iwooning, and determined to meet (and
ake for herself) the unaware, and also maried tenor. Max is hopelessly in love with
vlaggie and feels that if he, too, were a star
ihe would notice him.
Saunders (Barry Nelson) is the General
Manager of The Cleveland Grand Opera
Company and is Sally's father, as well as
Max's boss. Also in on the mayhem that
lakes placeare Maria, Tito's wife (D'Jamin
Bartlett); Bellhop (Patrick Garner); Diana,
a soprano (Beth McVey); and Julia, Chair
man of the Opera Guild (Justine Johnston).
The action takes place in a hotel suite
and Act I opens on the Saturday in September
in which Merelli is scheduled to perform.
Act II takes place that evening after the
concert.
Max gets his chance to swoon Maggie
when he must dress up to be Merelli's
character when it is assumed that he and

Saunders have killed the tenor. The cos
tume from Otello is perfect for a disguise as
it involves black-face and wig, but can Max
carry off the role of the infamous tenor?
The action mounts as the audience dis
covers that Merelli is not dead; Max has
carried out the performance; Max and
MereUi meet (both in costume causing a
chance to do some mirror image theatrics);
Maggie and Max get together and much
more happens. All of this is done with
slamming doors, mistaken identities,secret
connivings, romantic mishaps and of course,
non-stop laughter.
Waldron is excellent as Max and has
talents that lie not only in his comical acting
abilities, butalso with his singing in the role
of Max as Merelli.
Nelson is quite good and cunning as
Saunders and it is easy to understand how
this actor has achieved such wide acclaim
through many years of television and the
atre.
The cast in general was spectacular in
all that they did. Casting was well-done and
obviously wel1 thoughtout, and each actor's
talents appeared to bring thecharacter to the
point Ken Ludwig (play writ) must have had
in mind. It becomes apparent after a view
ing of this comedy why it received seven
Tony Award nominations and won two.
Also Lend Me a Tenor won four Drama Desk
Awards and three Outer Critics Circle
Awards.
Lend Me a Tenor was originally per
formed in London and has performed
throughout Europe as well. It was also
nominated for an Olivier Award while in
England.
When the chance arises to see this
"slapstick at its best," don't miss it This is

a show for the i ndi vidual that's not afraid to
let go and laugh in public.
To cap off a wonderful performance,
the production has one of the most interest
ing and amusing cast calls I have ever
witnessed. During the call, each situation

throughout the show is quickly recreated
while the final music plays. The audience
enjoyed this original call as much as it
seemed to enjoy the production itself and an
immediate standing ovation ensued.
This performance rates ••••.

("Wind tEmsmlrfs ^fixing doncsxt
by Scott Hinckley
entertainment reporter
The UAH Wind Ensemble gave its
Spring concert under the direction of Dr.
David L. Graves, on May 31,1991.
The Ensemble opened with a Percy
Aldridge Grai nger (1882-1961) suite called
Lincolnshire Posy.This six movementpiece
was brisk and lively, very upbeat.
Followi ng this was Concertino, Op. 26
by Carl Maria von Weber (1786-1826),
arranged by M. L. Lake. Robert West, the
featured clarinetist, made quite an entrance.
Before the piece began, the director left the
stage and remained absent for about 5
minutes. When he finally reappeared, there
was another pause before Robert walked
out. By this time the audience was really
wondering what was up. Robert proved
well worth the wait as he had two curtain
calls.
After an intermission,the Brass portion
of the Ensemble returned to the stage, this
time under the direction of Dr. Carolyn
Sanders (interesting note: She was not
mentioned on the front of the program, nor
was her title included where she waslisted).
The Wind Ensemble Brass played Six
Dances from The Danserye by Tylman
Susato (d. ca. 1561), edited by John Iveson
for brass: La Mourisque. Bransle Quatre

Bransles, Ronde, Basse Danse Bergeret,
Ronde-MonAmy, and PavaneBattailie.The
dance pieces were called the 'disco' of the
Renaissance by the director, due to their
popular nature. They were not written for
any specific instrumentation, but rather were
meant to be played by whatever instrument
a village might have available. These were
energetic short pieces of music meant for
festive occasions.
Dr. Graves returned to the stage, with
the woodwinds close behind. They played
Army of the Quick Nile March by Kenneth
J.Alford (1881-1945). This march was rather
unusual in that it started off in a minor key.
This set it apart from the other marches
heard that evening.
Finally, the Ensemble played Robert
Russell Bennett's (1894-1981) Suite of Old
American Dances; Cake Walk, Schottische
(real toe tapper). Western One-Step
(sounded like a piece from a Bugs Bunny
cartoon), Wallflower Waltz,and Rag (which
didn't sound much like a rag piece).
Though there were tuning and tempo
problems, these can probably be attributed
to the non-professional, volunteer nature of
the performers.
It is easy to recommend this and other
campus music events as an inexpensive and
entertaining way to broaden your musical
tastes.
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"...inspiring-, enlightening sorrowful,fogful
and...gripping
REVIEW
by Johnny West
entertainment editor
hat is it like growing up gay
and southern? According to
Keller, the flamboyant former
'drag queen" in The Death of
Donna-May Dean, "Faggots have no feel
ings, we just appear to. We have been made
to ask ourselves too often, 'What do I feel? ences, his discovery of "queer park" where
What may I show?' We put our feeling to the faggots go, and meeting Keller, an older
sleep, an animal maddened by its time in the homosexual who seemingly despises life,
cage. We tell stories, learn to live within tells outlandish stories and calls himself
them, stories full of feeling-but not our "Mother." It is in the park where Keller and
Jamie meet and we first hear about Donnaown. Eventually, though, close enough."
Joey Manley,a student in creative writ May Dean, a former "drag queen" who
ing at the University of Alabama and a killed herself at her own birthday party.
Keller and lifemate,Thomas, take Jamie
native Alabamian, has completed his first
novel which was recently released through in after his mother confronts him with his
St. Martin's Press. The Death of Donna- Homosexuality. The confused teen leaves
May Dean takes place in northwest Ala home, not because his mother forces him
bama in a small town called Genoa. Manley out of the house, but because he is "embar
himself grew up and dealt with the rassed with whohe is." Kel ler teaches Jamie
acknowledgement of his sexuality in a small the terminology, the attitude, and the ways
Alabama town.The result of personal expe of Gay life. Often, Jamie asks about Donna
rience and the powerful writing talents of and feels he has been sent to take "her"
this newcomer make this one of the most place and is uneasy at the fear of filling her
interesting and accurate "coming out" sto ruby redsequin pumps. When he inquires as
ries to have hit the presses in quite some to "her" real name, Keller says, "Faggots
time.
have no real names...A stepped-on cigarette
This story (very close to home for me, in the street. We are nothing. We are ab
as a native Huntsvillian who dealt with his stract."
"Your first night ofyour new life. What
"coming out" in the south) surrounds the
life of the protagonist Jamie, a 16-year-old will become of you?" ponders Keller, as
who deals with hissexuality after the death Jamie settles down for his first night in the
of his father. Jamie recalls his upbringing new household. On the night of his first full
with his parents, his first sexual experi day in the new environment, Jamie is given

by Katherine Ceci
assistant entertainment editor
^7 have a small confession to make,
£ / I'm not much of a Kevin Costner
f
/ fan. I haven't seen Dances with
Wolves, and was dragging my feet
about seeing Robin Hood: Prince ofThieves.
However, after seeing the matinee on June
15, the day after its release nationwide, I
think I'vechanged my view. As a matter of
fact, this is the first movie that I would
definitely pay to go see again and soon.
Don't get me wrong, I have nothing
personal against Kevin Costner. As a matter
of fact, he gives a wonderfully strong per
formance as the dashing young Robin Hood.
It's just that I hold a rather romanticized
view of the Robin Hood tale. I was afraid
that this movie would just beanother "Let's
see how much blood we can spill" genretype film. .
While the film does have a few scenes
of "blood-letting,"
they were used in context with the plot, and
do not distract much from the action.
The film plot basically follows the
well-known tale, with a few additions. The
movie starts off in a dungeon in Jerusalem.
Prisoners are receiving their punishments,
and one character escapes taking two other
prisoners with him, one of whom is a Moor.
Only two of these prisoners make it to
the safety of England, Robin of Locksley

a coming out party. This is the set-up for the
advancement of the plot. "Family. We're
your family now. All thedead dragqueens,"
says Keller.
The conflicts of Jamie and Keller, Keller
and Thomas, Jamie and his mother, Jamie
and Donna-May Dean, and Jamie and his
battle with himself all build to a stirring and
electrifying climax that accentuates
Manley's personal experiences in the early
1980's gay south, as well as his very prom
ising career as a novelist
The Death of Donna-May Dean is a
novel where
southern heterosexuals
can step inside
the lives of the
"flawlessness
and fears"
coming out in
the south; les
bians can em
pathize with
the sometimes
tortuous dealings of ac
knowledging
one's sexual
ity; and gay
men (espe
cially those of
the south) can find fami1iarities to their own
lifestyles with each page turn. Also,
Huntsvillians will relate to the many refer
ences to our own "Rocket City" and some of
the local spots Manley chooses to send
Jamie to discover gay life in the "Fastestgrowing city in Alabama...But think about
it...How fast can that be?" city we call
home.
I must admit that I am not a person who
sits and reads. Life has always seemed too

m

and Azeem, the Moor. While they were on
there way to England though, dramaticc
events on the British Isle take the life of
Robin's father.
Robin returns home to find his world in
turmoil. King Richard is off on the Cru
sades and has left in charge the Sheriff of
Nottingham, the "evil" villain. Robin vows
to avenge his father's murder, and thus
begins his descent into a world of "thievery.
This descent escalates as the Sheriff
continually raises the bounty on Robin, and
tries to take drastic measures to remain the
ruler of "his" kingdom.
The movie ends happily, just as the
life-long tale does. Goodness beats evil, and
the rightful king returns to claim his crown.
This is just a simplified version of the
film's plot. I don't want to give away too
much about the adventure and romance.
/^\ ne of the additions to the film was
/I
1 the character of Azecm, Robin's
1
J Moorish companion and friend.
This character, portrayed by
Morgan Freeman is enjoyable. His peaceful
manner allows him to be accepted by the
followers of Robin, despite the fact that
they first view him as a "savage."
Cultural differences prove to be a comedic part of the movie as both men learn
about each other. When Robin tells Azeem
about the use of mistletoe in stealing a kiss
(or whatever else), Azeem believes that

Robin uses it as a means of drugging the
maiden.
hen Robin firsts meets Maid
Marian, whom he has sworn to
protect, it turns out he should
• • have
havi been the one protected. Mary
Elizabeth Mastrantonio plays Marian, a
relative to King Richard. Despite the turbu
lence around her, she refuses to move into
the town of London. She prefers instead to
stay on her lands to help her people, and is
prepared at the end to make the biggest
sacrifice to save innocent people.
Alan Rickman, as the Sheriff ofr
Nottingham, balances out the cast as the
evil villain. He plays his part rather amus
ingly, acting more the spoiled five-year-old
rather than the evil despot While the Sher
iff can bequite mean, killing hisown cousin
for failing him, he is also quite vain. The
scene where he discovers that the stone
statue of himself has pencilled in the same
stitched scar that Robin gave him is quite
funny.
With so much goodness running around
and a child-like villain, there is an evil
counselor for the Sheriff. This counselor
takes the form of a witch, Mortianna, who
lives in the castle of Nottingham's dun
geon. This character is played realistically
by Geraldine McEwan. She is the one who
warns the Sheriff of the danger of Robin
Hood and the "painted man." Mortianna
prophesizes that these two men will eventu

busy. As I sat down last Saturday evening to
begin reading this book, I seemed burdened
in having to spend my "precious" time
sitting at home on a Saturday night reading.
Six hours later (hey, give me a break—this
is a first), I finished reading The Death of
Donna-May Dean...The only novel I have
ever cared about finishing in less than a
month.
lot of this is a result of the famil
iarities with the situation, the set
ting, places I had been, the time
period, and some very personal
experiences. However, do not let this give
the impression that you must have had per
sonal ties with this novel to enjoy it. The
Death
of
Donna-May
Dean is for
everyone.
I strongly
recommend
taking time to
read
this
novel. It is in
spiring, en
lightening,
sorrowful,
joyful, and
most import a n t 1 y
gripping...you
won't be able
to put it down.
(Believe me,
several times I tried and couldn't)
Congratulations to a very talented and
aspiring new novelist on a first-time suc
cess. I look forward to reading your works
again in the (hopefully) not-too-distant fu
ture.

A

reporter's note: Joey Manley will be at
Opening Books in Huntsville on Sunday,
June 23 in the afternoon and evening to
autograph The Death of Donna-May Dean.

ally destroy them.
Robin's meeting with the "outlaws" of
Sherwood's forest is amusing. He eventu
ally gains their trust, as he helps them learn
to fight and provide for their families them
selves.
Christian Slater is noteworthy as the
young, angered Will Scarlett. He is the only
"outlaw" to continue to be distrustful of
Robin and his motives.
Other minor characters, too numerous
to be mentioned here, round out the Robin's
band of "outlaws" and the Sheriff of
fNottingri
Nottingham's "soldiers."
ome characters to keep a close eye
on include John Little(Little John),
his wife Fannie, and of course,
Friar Tuck. Also keep your eye out
at the end for a special, secret, appearance
by...wait, I'm not going to tell you, go find
out for yourself.
To balance out the complex and enter
taining cast is picturesque scenery. The
open fields, the woods and the river are
beautiful. This scenery is portrayed roman
tically, yet one senses the undertones of
adventure. The forest becomes a home, not
only to the "outlaws," but also to their
families.
The sets, costumery, and props are all
realistic. Overall, the movie has a real sense
of reality to it—A dream that has been
brought to life.

On a scale of one to ten this rates: 8
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July 20 - Muscle Beach Party - 8:02 pm
Giant Screen Film, Blue Planet, shown
in Spacedome Theater at U. S. Space &
Rocket Center every fifty minutes.
The Alabama Shakespeare Festival
(Birmingham) presents.
Inherit the Wind, through July 27. Admis
sion charge.
I'm Not Rappaport, through July 27. Ad
mission charge.
The Two Gentlemen ofVerona, through July
28. Admission charge.

Photo by Gene Garrett
Concerts VBCC (Huntsville)
Hank Williams, Jr. and The Kentucky
Headhunters, June 22 at 8:00 pm.
Queensryche, June 25 at 8:00 pm.
Fantasy Playhouse - The Hobbit, June 21,
7:30; 22 & 23,1:30 & 4:30
Lee Deal Productions Dracula, June 27 - 29,7:30
PAMA presents ManofLaMancha-Ju\y 11 & 12,8:00 pm,
July 13,3:00 & 8:00 pm, July 14,3:00 pm.
Comedy Club June 19 - 23 - Leroy Seabrooks
June 26 - 30 - Lester Bibbs
July 3 - 7 - Sam Griesbaum
July 10 -14 - Todd Yohn
July 17 - 21 - Mark Curry
Player's Club - Strait Jacket, Tuesday,
Friday and Saturday
Rock Wars - every Thursday
Classic Cafe - Strait Jacket,

Wednesday
The Mill (Jordan Lane) -James
Conlin (Tuesday & Thursday)
Tip Top Cafe:
June 20 - Insane Jane
June 21 & 22 - Unknown Blues Band
June 27 - Month of Sundays
June 28 - Ten Zen Men and Stone Poets
June 29 - Will and the Bushmen and
Strawberry Shock Bomb
June 30 - Monstor God
Jake's June 28 & 29 - Mischief
July 5 & 6 - Mudkats
July 12 & 13 - Leperkhan
Opening Books - Book Signing. Joey
Manley, author of The Death of DonnaMay Dean, June 23, afternoon and evening.
Huntsville Literary Association (8810284)
June 20 - Fiction Writing Group, 7:00 pm

June 25 - Poetry Writing Group, 7:00 pm
July 16 Literary Discussion Group, 7:30 pm
July 18 - Fiction Writing Group, 7:00 pm
July 23 - Poetry Writing Workshop, 7:00
pm
Hunts ville Museum of ArtCurrent Exhi
bitions:
Encounters Seventeen: Lanford
Monroe, May 26 through July 7.
Recent Acquisitions for the Permanent Col
lection, 1985 -1991, through August 25.
The Road to Heaven is Paved by Good
Works: art of Reverence Howard Finster,
through August 25.
The Film Co-op Presents:
Movies on the mountain June 22 - Rebel Without a Cause - 8:16 pm
June 29 - No Nukes Concert - 8:18 pm
July 6 - Butch Cassidy & The Sundance Kid
- 8:13 pm
July 13 - Yellow Submarine - 8:07 pm

All's Well That Ends Well,
28. Admission charge.

through July

The Cherry Orchard, through July 28. Ad
mission charge.
The Rivals, through July 28. Admission
charge.
Montgomery Museumof Fine Arts Events:
French Paintings from the Arrington Be
quest, through June 30.
Eighteenth-Century Italian Prints, through
July 7,1991.
Impressions of America: The Warner Col
lection of Gulf States Paper Corporation,
through July 28, 1991.
Wing Things, through August 4.
Artistically Speaking through July 7 - Sep
tember 22.
American Paintings from the New Orleans
Museum of Art, through August 11.
The Blount Collection, permanent exhibit
Artworks, permanent exhibit.

The Rules? There Are No Rules...
by Patrick M. Haden
entertainment reporter

ruth or

are?

Truth...

If you had the opportunity, would
you sleep with Madonna?
never paid much attention to Ma£ M donna. Actually, I had always felt
M
that she was a bit overrated. Her
*
music was good, but it wasn't re
ally my style.
I had never explored the human,
though, and I finally had the opportunity.
Now, I have a new appreciation for the
artist.
Truth or Dare is a movie about Ma
donna the human: the artist and the woman
who is the driving force behind one of the
most successful performers in" history—
herself. It is a movie that gives the audience
a chance to know that much of the publicity
about Madonna is false...and that much of
the publicity is true.
Alek Keshishian directed this film,
which did nothing more than show what
went on behind the scenes during Madonna's
Blonde Ambition tour. He followed the star
for several months to film everytLng (of
course, not everything ended up in the final
cut): he filmed her in her dressing room; he
filmed her in her hotel rooms; he filmed her
while she and the cast prayed together be
fore each show; he filmed her in bed.
Mixed in with the black-and-white be

hind-the-scenes footage were clips of the
tour on stage and in color:
Express Yourself with the male back
up dancers wearing torn jeans and overalls,
looking very International Male, while
Madonna and the two female back-up sing
ers wore bullet-bras;
You Can't Hurt Me Now, set in a
beautiful temple where Madonna performed
a hypnotic sequence with a robed dancer
dressed as clergy;
A different musical version of Like a
Virgin, where Madonna *@$#%!@* her
self (very erotic, verysensual, very typical);
Keep it Together, an excellently cho
reographed routine involving chairs and
derby hats.
But these clips of the on-stage concert
were far from the focus of this motion
picture.
Instead, you see Madonna as a person,
as a motherly type to her stage support, as an
advocate of AIDS research and Human
Rights, and as an artist who refused to
compromise her artistic integrity and "clean
up" the show when her father came to a
concert in Detroit, when the Vatican tried to
ban her shows in Italy, and when Toronto
police threatened to arrest her if she per
formed Like a Virgin. (Actually, the way
she did the number was not that big of a deal.)
You see her interaction with other pub
lic figures: Kevin Costner, who called the
concert "neat" (after he left backstage,
Madonna commented, "Anyone who calls
my show 'neat' hasto go."); Warren Beatty,
who follows her around on the tour quite a
bit; and Sandra Bernhardt, who just chatted
with her in a hotel room.

You see her in control of everything:
the stage crew, the dancers and singers, the
press, the fans, the police (as in Toronto),
and the sound technicians who try desper
ately to explain that they didn't know why
the mike was not working but she didn't
care why it was not working just get the
damn thing fixed so the fans will get the
show they deserve.
You see the concert-goers sing Happy
Birthday to her Dad in Detroit.
You see a reunion with a childhood
friend, a feature on one of her dancers who
hadn' t seen his father for fi ve years, most of
her dancers in a Queer Nation march when

concerts were cancelled because she had a
sore throat, and Madonna lying calmly be
side her mother's grave.
Yes, Madonna is human, and she may
appear strong, but in many ways she is
fragile.
As for Truth or Dare,on a scale of one
to ten, I rate it an eight.
Okay, my turn. Truth or Dare?
Dare...
I dare you to see this movie and walk away
without more of an appreciation for Ma
donna. Quite frankly, I don't think you can
do it...

IN CELEBRATION OF GAY PRIDE WEEK
aijs and
*f^ama4€.C*c

friends

jjizi-ents...

exAcSit

OU tycUlexq.

AND
•An Evening
ef Entertainment
(dute 21-29 11-Sfe*K

featuring some of Huntsville's best
Homosexual & Heterosexual entertainers
Thurs., June 27 at 7:30pm
(doors open at 7:00)

$2 UAH students w/ ID
$3 general public

"Mocktair bar available

Intramural Tennis Tournament
Sharon Strickland had a smooth sail
winning the Women's title. She had an
effortless 6-0,6-0 win over Reena Pearson.
Qiying Fu and Peng Peng Chen came
back from the loser's bracket defeating Maik
Worthy, Daniel Woo pair to reach the fi
nals. Fu and Chen won the Men's doubles
eventually with a forfeit.

by Satya Suresh Nalluri
intern sports writer
The Intramural Tennis Tournament
successfully concluded on the 24th of May
1991. The tournament had provided ample
competition for the participants by drawing
a double elimination schedule. The players
vied for the titles in Men's A division,
Men's B division, Men's doubles and
Women's B division.
The tournament was spread over three
days from the 17th to 19th of May. The first
day's play was rained out resulting in ex
tending the tournament to the 24th of May.

Men's 'B'&
Men's Doubles Winner
Qiying Fu
ering the fact that Matt played a three set
match before he lost to Mark in the first
round of the tournament. But Matt suffered
a pulled hamstring in the finals regulating
him from moving on court — a necessary
element of his style of play. Mark asserted
himself winning the title in straight sets.
Qiying Fu smashed his way to win the
Men's B division finals. He had aclearedge
over the other players in his division win
ning all his matches in straight sets. The
final saw a forfeit from Dan Carl due to a
sprained ankle.

£

Men's 'A'Division Winner
Mark Worthy
Mark Worthy in the Men's A division,
Qiying Fu in the Men's B division, Sharon
Strickland in the Women's B division and
Qiying Fu teaming with Peng Peng Chen in
the Men's doubles emerged as the winners
in their divisions.
Mark Worthy won over Matt S.
Newsome 6-3,6-0 in the finals of Men's A
division. Matt had made an impressive
comeback to the finals. The finals promised
to be a long and captivating match, consid-

Women's 'B'Division Winner
Sharon Strickland

Statewide Tribute to Families of
Desert Shield/Storm Military
by Jennifer L. Grace
sports editor
Charles Anthony, the statewide media
director for the Alabama Sports Festival
(ASF), announces that the ASF is planning
a special day of tribute to the families of
Alabama's military personnel who served
and are serving in Operation Desert Shield/
Desert Storm on Friday, June 21, 1991.
This special event was organized in con
junction with the Governor's Office, the
State Legislature, City and County gov
ernments, the Alabama Military Depart
ments, Veterans and Fraternal organizations,

and business and corporate leaders
throughout Alabama.
A resolution was passed by both Houses
of the Legislature and signed by Governor
Guy Hunt. Alabama City and County gov
ernments have passed similar Resolutions.
The Resolutions urge all Alabamians to fly
an American Flagon Friday, June 21,1991,
as a special tribute to these deserving
families. Everyone is urged to join in this
special day of tribute recognizing the
emotional and financial deprivations suf
fered by these many fami lies throughout the
state, and to provide public acknowledgment
of their sacrifice and courage.

by Satya Suresh Nalluri
intern sports writer
The intramural Volleyball came to a
dose after six weeks of competitive play
on Sunday, the 2nd of June. The tour
nament was a success and boasts of
maximum participation. The Men's di
vision had 11 teams, the Women's divi
sion had 5 teams and the Coed division
had 6 teams in all.
"A Little Bit Country" in the Men's
division continued its no loss streak
through to the semi-finals and thefinals.
"Welcome to the Terror Dome" also with
no loss till the finals was edged out in a
dose finale by "A Little Bit Country.'*
Spiker's in the Women?s division had
dominated the Women's division through
the whole season and went on to win the
finals.
Brunch in the Coed division kept on
with their winning spree and defeated
Roadkill in a well contested final.

1991 Intramural
UoKeybail

Results at end of 5th
% week's Play

Award in
of Gary
Men's Doubles Winner
Peng Peng Chen

Intramural
Volleyball
Tournament

by Dr. Joe Manjone
HPE Director
UAH HPE instructor, Gary Arends,
our resident''professorof paintbalL"died
on Friday, May 3rd. At age 39 and being
in seemingly good health, Gary's death
was a tremendous shock. Because of his
obvious loveand enthusiasm for the sport
of paintball, the students who took his
classes, and the total UAH community,
Gary will truly be missed.
To keepGary's memory alive,a UAH
Sportsmanship Award in memory of
Gary Arends has been started. This
award win be presented annually to the
UAH athlete demonstrating the highest
level of sportsmanship. This is a very
appropriateaward because Gary stressed
sportsmanship in his paintball classes
and competitions, and Gary was very
excited about UAH Athletics and the
athletes enrolled in his paintball classes.
I have started us with a $200contri
bution but $2000 is needed to fund this
award. Please help keep Gary's memory
and ideals of good sportsmanship alive.
Please make a contribution, in memory
of Gary, to UAH Athletics,205 Spragins
Hall, UAH, Huntsville, A135899,

Women's Division
Teams
Spikers
Kappa Delta
Chi Omega Red
Chi Omega Gold
Delta Zeta

Win/Loss Rank
4-0
1
4-1
2
2-2
3
2-3
4
2-3
5

Men's Division I
Teams
Win/Loss Rank
A Little Bit Country
5-0
1
ATO/OTW Jammers
4-1
2
Pi Kappa Alpha
3-2
3
Sigma Nu
1-3
4
Delat Chi
1-4
5
Men's Division H
Teams
Win/Loss Rank
Welcome to the Terror Dome
5-0
1
ATO Team #2
4-1
2
Roadkill
2-3
3
Dicemen
2-3
4
IB6/UB9
2-3
5
ATO Team #3
0-5
6
COED Division
Teams
Brunch
Roadkill
Uncappa Bud
Dicemen
Desperadoes
Breakfast

Win/Loss Rank
1
5-0
2
4-1
3
2-3
4
2-3
1-4
5
1-4
6
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Alabama Sports Festival IX <=4U ama
/ 5B>a±(zzt(ja[[
The 1991 Alabama Sports Festival IX
announces that for the first-time, as pub
lished in this year's Official Entry Book,
there will be on-site registration in a variety
of sports including 5K Run, Wheelchair
Road Race, Bowling, Diving, Boys' and
Girls' Gymnastics, Karate, Roller Skating,
Water Skiing and Wrestling.
Any athlete interested in on-site regis
tration (with the exception of Boys' and
Girls' Gymnastics) may do so at the Red
Mountain Inn, 400 Beacon Parkway West,
Birmingham (the official headquarters ho
tel) on Friday, June 21 from 9:00 am to5:30
pm. These athletes will receive their free
Official 1991 Alabama sports Festival tshirt at that time and may participate in the
Opening Ceremonies at 7:00 pm at the
Birmingham-Jefferson County Coliseum.
A second option foron-site registration
will be offered to athletes in the 5K Run,

Wheelchair Road Race, Bowling, Diving,
Karate, Roller Skating, Water Skiing and
Wrestling the date of competition at their
respective venues:
Saturday, June 22
5K Run/Wheel Chair Road Race - Shades
Valley YMCA (6:30 am); Bowling-Youth,
Vestavia Bowl (8 am - 9:30 am); Diving UAB Aquatic Center (Noon -1 pm); Karate
- Homewood Community Center (9:30 am
- 10 am); Roller Skating - Speed, Skate
Haven (8 am); Roller skating - Sprint, L.M.
Smith Elementary (4:30 pm); Water Skiing
- Lake Harris, Tuscaloosa (8 am); and
Wrestling - Pinson Valley High School
Gym (7 am).
Sunday, June 23
Bowling - Adult, Vestavia Bowl (8 am);
and Water Skii ng - Lake Harris, Tuscaloosa
(8 am)
Boys' and Girls' Gymnastics compe
tition was held the weekend of June 14.

BitHtiiigkftHi C&mtecU&it umia V K R
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by Joseph Laraey
sports reporter
On June 1, UAH's Pi Kappa Alpha
hosted their first annual 3 on 3 Basketball
Tournament which turned out to be a suc
cess.
The B'ham Connection, made up of

UAH students Eric Brown, Ernest Maiden
and Erick Skipwirth and UAH Men's As
sistant Basketball Coach John London, won
the competition.
The first round was very competitive
with this years Schick Super Hoops cham
pions The Horsemen outgunning AFA 5247 in overtime. The B'ham Connection

Where else
can you get
a fill-up
$
for 1.69?

Nowhere but Subway.The Cold Cut Combo—6" of bread
v\e bake right in the store surrounding three different kinds
of meat, cheese and your choice of our fresh free fixin s.
At a buck sixty-nine, it's the freshest fill-up around.
"WtMvvMrMM
•17-7*27
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The Alabama Sports Festival an
nounces the addition ofMen's and Women's
College Basketball to its line-up of com
petition for this summer's Games. An allstar team will be chosen from each Festival
Region (East, West, North, South), both
men and women. They will compete in a
round-robin tournament in Birmingham on
Friday, June 21 and Saturday, June 22.The
two top teams, after the round-robin, will
play one another for the Gold Medal
(Championship) Saturday night at UAB
Arena (Women - 7:00 pm/ Men - 9:00 pm).
The two lower finishing teams, after the
round-robin, will compete for the Bronze
Medal (3rd place) on Saturday afternoon at
UAB Arena.
The Men's teams will be coached by
the following: EAST- James Oliver, Head
Men's Basketball Coach, Alabama State
University; WEST - Wiley Tucker, Head
Men's Basketball Coach, Talladega College;
SOUTH - Carl Nash, Head Men's Basket
ball Coach, Spring Hill College; and
NORTH - Bill Moss, Head Men's Basket

ball Coach, Northwest Alabama Commu
nity College.
The Women's teams will be coached
by the following: EAST - Colby Tilley,
Head Women's Basketball Coach, Auburn
University at Montgomery; WEST - Gary
VanAtta, Head Women's Basketball Coach,
University of Montevallo; SOUTH - Curt
Berber, Head Women's Basketball Coach,
Mobile College; and NORTH - JoeHagan,
Head Women's Basketball Coach, Univer
sity of Alabama at Huntsville.
This competition will put on display
Alabama's abundant college basketball
talent in a manner never before seen.
The Alabama Sports Festival program
is administered by the Alabama Sports
Festival,Inc., a Non-Profit Organization, is
supported by the Governor's Commission
on Physical Fitness, is a UNITED STATES
OLYMPIC COMMITTEE STATE
GAMES PROGRAM PARTICIPANT, and
is part of the nationwide network of State
Games programs which introduce young
athletes to the Olympic traditions.

then knocked off Bench Warmers 30-19 to
grab their first win. The ATW's then edged
the Pikes to advance to the next round. The
next game was a very physical one as the
Runner up Sooners outlasted Run LCP. 31-

eliminate the ATW's 46-42 in overtime.
The championship game was an inter
esting one as the very large and powerful
Birmingham Connection met up with the
quicker and more explosive Sooners. The
B'ham Connection proved to be the domi
nant team as they blocked shots and re
bounded their way to a decisive 30-17 vic
tory.

21.

The second round featured the B'ham
Connection as they defeated the Horsemen
30-22 while the Sooners came back to

Juper-Pileher Todel Von Poppel
Pitches Shut-Out for the Stor/
by Jennifer L. Grace
sports editor
The Huntsville Stars won their third
game in a row by shutting out the Memphis
Chicks 5-0 Sunday afternoon. The win was
the first complete game shut-out the Stars
have had.
Right-hander Todd Van Poppel pitched
an outstanding game throwing 66 strikes
out of 99 pitches, some of which were
curveballs that "buckled a few of our hitters
to their knees" said Chicks Manager Jeff
Cox.
The Stars sent in four runs in the fourth
inning. Designated hitter Craig Paquette
opened with an infield hit and first baseman
Marcos Armas followed with a two run
homer in the far right field corner. Second
baseman Joel Chimelis walked and right
fielder Rod Correia singled to left Third
baseman, Darryl Vice drove in Chimelis
and then left fielder Lee Tinsley hit a twoout single for the fourth run.
Marcos Armas hit a double to send in
James Buccheri in the fifth inning, making
the score 5-0.
In the game played on Saturday
night, June 15, against Memphis, Stars
pitcher Don Peters led his team to a 3-1
victory. Peters allowed only two hits in a
little over 6 innings. The Stars scored in the
first inning as the result of a leadoff single
from center fielder James Buccheri, a stolen
base, an infield grounder and a sacrifice fly
from first baseman Scott Shockey. Mem
phis tied it at 1-1 in the second inning.

In the fourth inning, the Stars took the
lead and never relinquished it Third
baseman Darryl Vice hit a double and then
went to third on a single to the right field line
by second baseman Joel Chimelis. Vice
scored when shortstop Francisco Matos hit
a single toward Memphis first baseman
Darryl Robinson who had trouble making
the play. The final run scored for the Stars
was from a home run tocenter field by right
fielder Troy Neel. It was Troy's sixth
homer of the season, and his 17tliRBIin 32.
games with the Stars.
Peters was relieved from the pitching
mound with 2 1/3 innings remaining as
lefties Chad Kuhn and Matt Grott came in to
secure the,3-l victory.
The two wins brought the Stars record
to 26-40 as they traveled to Memphis to
finish out the series on Monday and Tues
day. The Stars will be at Joe Davis again on
Wednesday andThursday, June 19and20,
to begin a four game series with Birming
ham. Game time is 7:35 p.m. on both
nights. The rest of the June schedule is as
follows:
DATE OPPONENT
TIME
June 21 at Birmingham 7:05 p.m.
June 22 at Birmingham 7:05 p.m.
June 23 off
June 24 at Orlando
6:05 p.m.
June 25 "
"
"
"
June 26 "
"
"
"
June 27 "
"
"
"
June 28 at Jacksonville 6:35 p.m.
June 29 at Jacksonville 5:00 p.m.
June 30 at Jacksonville 4:35 p.m.
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Accounting Club
The UAH Account!ng Club has been awarded the Certificate of Excellence in the
National Association of Accountants' (NAA) Award of Excellence Program. This
national competition is open to all accounting clubs that are student chartersof the NAA.
The UAH Accounting Club is particularly proud to,have been chosen as a winner in our
first year of competition. This recognition is based on the Account Club's 1990-91 slate
of speakers, participation in the Volunteer Income Tax Assistance program, the Intergraph
plant tour, our newsletters, the CMA Awareness program, and attendance at monthly
NAA meetings. The Certificate of Excellence will be awarded at the NAA 1991 Annual
Conference in Chicago in June.
Our May 21st meeting was a combination Pizza Party and Election of Officers
for 1991-92. Congratulations to our new officers: Reena Pearson, President; Warren
Holiaday, Vice President; Katie Weisenberger, Secretary; and Donna Berger,Treasurer!
We thank Teresa Hall, our 1990-91 President, for making the Accounting Club
such a success this year.
Accounting Club Chartered

Gays and Friends
This has been quite a busy month for
the members of Gays and Friends. Prepa
rations for Gay Pride Week (June 21st 30th) are still underway. Campus events
will include a Art/History Exhibition at the
Old Church Gallery throughout the week
and an Entertainment Event at the Exhibit
Hall on the 27th with 15% of the profit
going to Opening Books.
The club is now up to 26 members and
many events for the summer and fall are in
the works.
Congratulations to all the people who
have worked so hard in making this club a
success and special thanks to the Student
Government Association on selecting us
Club of the Year.
Congratulations also go out to Johnny
for being selected UAH Yearbook Editor
and on the announcement of his step into
grandparenthood in December. Also, Happy
Birthday to Katie on the 20th.
T-shirts will be ready Friday. See
Johnny to place your order.
'Til nexttime...CeIebratetheGay 90's
with Pride and for further information on
Gays and Friends call 720-8650 (digital
pager).

UAH Accounting Club President Teresa Hall is shown
accepting a National Association of Accountants' Student Ac
counting Group Charterfrom Dr. Grover Porter, an NAA leader
and former Chairman of the Department of Accounting. Look
ing on is Dr. Pierre Titard (left), current chair of the department
of Accounting, and Herbert Justinger (right), faculty advisor.

Cooperative
Education Update

DELTA ZETA

We would like to recognize three new
Co-op employers beginning Summer Term
1991. They are General Electric - Rome,
Georgia; Mission Research - Huntsville,
Alabama; and QMS - Mobile, Alabama. At
present, the Co-op Program has over 50
active Co-op employers. These employers
are providing "hands on" practical work
experience, directly related to the co-op
student's field of study.
Any UAH student wishing to obtain
information on academic requirements and
participation in the program may contact
the Cooperative Education Office at 8956471 or come by UC Room 212. Recruit
ment and nominations for Fall Term
placements will begin June 24, 1991.

Delta Zeta is very proud to wel
come Susanna Chang, Katherine
Moorhead, Debbie Pettit, and Janet
Powell. These girls became new
Delta Zeta pledges in May, and we
are very excited to have them. Con
gratulations, girls!
Congratulations to the members
of the Delta Zeta intermural softball
team. The Delta Zeta team won the
title of Division II softball champi
ons. Way to go team!
Congratulations to Delta Zeta
alumna, Jenny Bell. Jenny married
Rusty Oliver on June 8. Best wishes!

The deadline for Pulse and Greek sub
missions is 5 pm on Friday. There is a
150 word limit. This announcement page
is provided by the exponent as a service
for UAH clubs and organizations.
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Service Hours
for Food for
Thought
by Toni Morgan
director of student activities
Betty Porter of Voca
tional Rehabilitation is look
ing for students to sell tickets
for a drawing on July 4th.
The prizes are twelve dinners
at local restaurants for two
and twelve lunches for two the tickets are only $1.00 and
you do not have to be present
to win.
All proceeds go to this
agency. For more information
call 880-0880 and ask for
Betty or Virginia. Letters of
recognition will be written for
service hours.

Warning:
Alotta Cents
is coming
your way,
soon!
mm
Serving the employees of the University of Alabama
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by David Swann
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Can you find the hidden units of measure?
HORSEPOWER
KILOMETER
KNOT
LEAGUE
LIGHT YEAR
LONG TON
LUMEN
MILLIGRAM
MINUTE
MONTH
NEWTON
RADIAN
REVOLUTION
WATT

ACRE
AMPERE
ANGSTROM
CALORIE
CENTURY
COULOMB
CUBIT
DEGREE
DYNE
FARADAY
FATHOM
FOOT-POUND
FURLONG
HECTARE

YNot
Tony's Place
Corner N. Parkway & Arcadia
Watch For Our Formal Grand Opening
HAPPY HOUR 3-7 PM
Sunday- FREE POOL 2-4PM
25 Pool 4-6 PM *NASCAR POOL

Pool Tournament Tues. 8 PM

Daily Drink Specials &.75 Draft All Day, Everyday
Weekend

Entertainment Wild Oats - No Cover

Tony's Specialty S.S.S.

$6.00-Limit 3 per person

7 Days a Week 11 AM - 2 AM
POOL TABLES, ELECTRONIC DARTS

YNot

-€JAKE'SB>
JAKE'S has daily hot-mouthed specials.
Try our super spicy spaghetti or Jake's
regular painful chili. Just how hot are they?
Come on in and find out for yourself.
(Our fire extinguishers are charged and ready.)

Coming up:

PEACE CORPS WORLD WISE PUZZLE
For further information about Peact Corps, write Box 896. Washington DC 20526

INSTRUCTIONS: The Peace Corps has volunteers serving in nearly 80 nations around the
world. By solving this puzzle, you will learn about one of these countries.
Solve the four numbered Duzzle words and then unscramble the letters in the squares to produce
the name of the country darkened on the map at the right.

Nation situated In Eastern
part of Balkan Peninsula
adjacent to four nations,
including Romania and
TUrkey.

Fink-OI-Friends
June 21 & 22
A current UAH ID always gets you a $4.50
pitcher of draft.
We're down the road at the corner of Jordan
and Holmes, not even close to University Drive.
'
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Adjacent nation which was home of
Aristotle and Plato.
Name of adjacent body of water.
Adjacent river for which a famous waltz
was named.
A disbelief in the existence of deity, this
doctrine is more common in this nation
than God-centered religion.

